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Initial Setup
The user can define few parameters in the package:

I Region of the detector (in R and z coordinates)
I Beam energy: 7 TeV
I As a first test I am considering the ME1/1 region (to be able to

compare with TDR results)
rmin = 100 cm, rmax = 260 cm, zmin = 564 cm, rmin = 630 cm,

I Running over 2500 primaries (500 jobs, each job 5 primaries, aprox.
one hour in Qatar cluster)
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R-z position and particle ID

I Particles distributed around the surface previouly defined, should this
distribution make sense?

I The dominant particles in that region are neutrons (8) and photons
(7)
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Kinetic Energy distribution

I Energy distribution in GeV

I Left: neutrons, right: Photons

I Very low values, are these particles able to generate a signal in the
GEM detector?
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Get the fluxes

I The fluxes are given by the following expresion:

Flux [Hz/cm2] =
#part(Neutrons/photon)

Area[cm2] ∗ #primaries
×#collisions[primaries/s]

(1)

I #collisions[primaries/s] = Lumi [1/mb ∗ s] × σinel [mb]

I where σinel = 73.5mb, Lumi = 1034cm−2s−1 = 10E7 [mb−1s−1]

I Area = π × (Rmax − Rmin) = 8.04E4cm2, not sure how to consider
the dZ
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Very preliminary results

Particle #particles #primaries Flux [Hz/cm2]
neutrons 9393 2500 3.5E4
photons 4203 2500 1.56E4

I Need to check with TDR, I think they are one order of magnitude
larger than the ones reported in TDR ( 10E3?)

I Those numbers should be convoluted with the actual GEM
sensitivites to get the final rate
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Results with FLUKA webtool
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Neutron and Photon contribution as a function of R

I left: R(100,260), right: R(0,100)

I For low values of r (high η) the number of photons dominant to
neutrons.
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Lots of things to understand

I In case of GE1/1 it is enough to get the fluxes in the empty region
(before ME1/1)?

I It is possible to get the fluxes as a function of particle energy?

I How this compare with the results in TDR (1997)?

Most likely I will ask for a meeting with the FOCUS experts to discuss
these and other issues.


